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Let us create a warm welcome to your school or office.
Clean, flowing lines give a confident, professional impression your visitors are sure to
remember. Call us today to discuss your requirements.
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Receptions
First impressions count don't they? What do
visitors see when they arrive at your school?
It needs to be something that endorses the
excellence that exists throughout the school,
warmly welcomes and is pleasant for staff to
work at.
We can help you achieve that in reception
areas large and small from a simple one piece
unit to a fully bespoke design unique to you.
Let us help you achieve the great result you
want – why not call us now and we can begin
the process at once.
Due to limitations in the printing process, wood and colour finishes shown throughout
the catalogue may not be representative of actual colour. Samples are available on request.
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Colorado

• Ideal for school receptions or libraries, Colorado counters
are beautifully crafted in durable, wood effect melamine
• Traditional look with practical features please ask for
specific quote
• Satin anodised kickplate option
• A range of matching pedestals and bookcases is also
available
Wood & colour finishes may not be representative of actual colours
- please ask for a sample. Other colours available - please enquire.
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Tromsø

Timeless design in a modern office.
• A flexible modular system available in different shapes,
straight and curved, also, in several height combinations
for different-sized offices
• Choose from different textures and colours to create
your desired style reception: secretive and minimalist or
cosy and harmonious
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The Alpen

Evoke the feel of nature in your spaces with this
reception desk inspired by the shapes of the Alps.
Crafted not only to make guests feel welcome but
also to suit the demands of a modern reception area.
The Alpen integrates functionality with grace and
timeless design, gains guests’ attention and makes for
an atmosphere of comfort and trust.
The high gloss front and timeless colours delight with
their severity, which is additionally emphasized by an
illuminated metal kick plate. The glass reception
combines aesthetics with functionality, and the
modular construction createsa variety of straight and
corner sets. By employing a low module segment with
an overhang top, the reception eases access for
disabled users.
Thanks to these features Alpen fulfills the
requirements of different types of spaces, from small
receptions to large lobbies.

Front, Counter & Body Options

Black
Glass

Silver
Glass

White
Glass

Receptions

Venice

• Stylish and sleek yet practical, Venice counters are
the choice for the discerning school desiring to
make a statement
• The option of a glass top and chrome strip detailing
enhances the contemporary appeal, showcasing
the brilliant white laminate to maximum effect
• Modular construction enables countless
configuration options
• Subtle LED lighting adds a sophisticated style and
gives the impression the room is bigger
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Venice ice

• A range of cool white reception furniture that makes a
stunning visual impact and can be enhanced further by the
use of low level mood lighting
• Due to a wide range of available elements, the shape of
the Venice Ice range can be configured in various forms.
From a circle through an arch, to angular or simple blocks
• The body of the counter includes hidden handy shelves
and a wide working table with enough space for a
computer or printer
• Subtle LED lighting adds a sophisticated style and gives
the impression the room is bigger

Receptions

Abstract

A range of contemporary modular reception furniture that
uses bold, abstract lines for dramatic effect.
This desk with its original form should be enough to arrange
every reception hall. The white, metal openwork wreathing
subtly round the body and contrasting with the highlighted
interior is a very characteristic element of the reception
counter.
Very effective in dark rooms, the LED lighting can be
changed to different colours to create different moods.
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Luna

• Using three rectangular elements, these can be joined
side by side to create a longer unit
• The modules equipped with LED-lighting add delicacy
and improve working conditions in darker rooms
• Brushed aluminium used in the kickplate perfectly
matches the white colour of the reception counter
Y500110 Luna Reception Counter
Y500111 Luna Drawer with Lock

£1,722.00
£119.00

Available in:

Aluminium White
Pastel

Oval

The Oval is a multifunctional reception desk dedicated to
small rooms or entrances where there is minimal space.
• The lowered desk top makes it easy to communicate with
persons in a sitting position
• The common part of the desk top is tempered frosted
glass, which allows the user to deal with documents easily
and provides trouble-free communication
• The lifted part includes a hidden computer stand and a
vertical shelf for files and documents
• Available in Cocoa or Chestnut finish panels with white
body
• Available left or right handed
• 5 year warranty
Y500100 Oval Right Handed
Y500105 Oval Left Handed

Available in

Chestnut

Cocoa

White
Pastel

£945.00
£945.00

Receptions

Castello

• A refreshing reception system combining high gloss HPL
with MFC in a choice of six finishes
• It is a modular solution that allows the creation of compact
or large reception counters depending on requirements
• It comes with an optional top highlighted with LED
lighting

Available in:

High
Gloss
White

High
Gloss
Black

High
Canadian
Gloss
Oak
Anthracite

White
Pastel

Lowland
Nut
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Lunae

Inspired by the demand for compact reception furniture, this
crescent shaped desk is ideal. Featuring a genuine wood
veneer counter top which tapers from 800mm to 240mm,
Crescent desks are able to neatly fit into corners and tight
spaces with a small footprint.
For Dramatic visual effect, the veneered top of the Lunae
reception furniture can be teamed with a recessed counter
front in a contrasting laminate instead of a matching veneer.
Colour adjustable ‘mood lighting’ fitted under the desk top,
looks particularly effective in reception areas with low
ambient light.

Finishes available:

Natural
Cherry

Oak

Walnut

Cherry 3 Dark Oak

Receptions

Bespoke

Reception Furniture
• We are able to work to your exact
requirements or architect’s specifications,
produced in either real wood veneers or
laminated MFC
• At an early stage of planning we cover all
aspects including DDA, lighting, induction
loop facilities, and then tailor specific
finishes, to enhance and create the stunning
impression you want to portray
• A huge range of colours and wood finishes
are available
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Bespoke Reception Screens
Abuse to reception staff sadly is now a common
occurrence faced by educational institutions and
the security desk screens help to eliminate the
risk to staff
• A bespoke solution enhances security to an
existing reception area or as part of a newbuild
or renovation project
• Screens can be designed with safeguarding in
mind and can help comply with Ofsted
recommendations
• A huge range of colours and finishes are
available and can include curved or toughened
glass

Receptions
Office Plants

A

B

Office plants and interior landscaping are an important element in workspace design.
This offers huge benefits to staff engagement and well-being whilst simultaneously
enhancing your image to prospective parents, clients and visitors.
This selection of replica plants offers an opportunity to gain all the aesthetic benefits.
Replica plants are virtually zero maintenance, made with the finest materials and
manufactured with expertise so that most would struggle to tell the difference from the
real thing.
There are many benefits to furnishing your office or workspace environment with plants.
The introduction of natural forms has been proven to create a calming influence which
in turn improves concentration – and ultimately productivity.
If you would prefer the real thing, please get in contact with us.
D

C

E

F

All dimensions shown as height x width x depth
A. Y500210
Ivy Tower in Slate Square - pack of 2
B. YPLGFL
Natural Stemmed Green Ficus Liana
Tapered Square Metal 1600 x 250 x 250mm
C. YPLSV
Sansevieria in White Maxi Pot , Internal Use
D. YPGASV
Green Aloe in Silver Pot, Internal Use
E. YPLBP*
Bird of Paradise, Internal Use, 1300 x 300 x 300mm

G

H

£145.00
£99.00
£89.00
£179.00
£239.00

F.

I

Green Aloe in Tapered Circle, Internal Use
YPLGAS* 1250 x 300 x 300mm
YPLGAL* 1450 x 300 x 300mm
G. YPLPBE*
Pyramid Buxus, External Use, 1200 x 300 x 300mm
H. YPLSBE*
Spiral Buxus, External Use, 1600 x 350 x 350mm
I. YPLPP*
Phoenix Palm, Internal Use, 2200 x 350 x 350mm
* Any RAL Colour for Pot

£239.00
£269.00
£269.00
£299.00
£390.00
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